
 

MICROBURST ON THE REGION OF

TORRELAVEGA (Cantabria)

07/09/2004

Made by Chimpún

 

Date: September, 7th, 2004
Exact hour: 17.30 - 18.00 hours
Temporary extension of the storm: between 16.45 and 23.50 hours
Concrete place: Municipality of Torrelavega, between Torrelavega and Polanco (Cantabria)
Extension of the storm: a storm front with a length of about 30 km, with direction S-N, and with a wide
of about 10km, with direction W-E

The day woke up so sunny, although with sultry weather: in Cabezón de la Sal (about 12 Kms to
the West in straight line from where the microburst took place) there was a temperature of
27,2º with an humidity of 81% at 14h. Immediately, a Cu Congestus began to be distinguished
in South-Western direction, that with an amazing speed transform into a CB incus. In fact, “the
expansive wave” of the Incus arrived at Cabezón when the sky was still without clouds in a
precious and strange spectacle:
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That morning the Santander sounding indicated similar values to those of Cabezón in surface
and some other interesting data like -12º near to 500 hPa, -46º near of the incus level, which I
give about 10,000 meters of height; also it is remarkable the wind changes that in surface was
from the East (80º) to later turn little by little until the Southwest (215º) at 850 meters of
height. Sounding of Santander that noon:
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Later, the storm passed through the south of my position re-fed itself per moments and as it
was situated to the south it caused that the sky was darkened in a brief time interval on
Cabezón de la Sal:
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And also on Torrelavega-Polanco (photography of Jose Ramon Palleiro):
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The rays were filling the sky and about 17.45 h took place the microburst on the environs of
Torrelavega, whose graphic document we have thanks to Jose Ramon Palleiro in a magnificent
panoramic.

Fig 7

The damages were suffered by fruit trees and greenhouses in the zone, it fall hail of 2mm.



Let us remember that in microburst take place descendent air currents along with abundant
precipitations gathered in a space not very ample. That collapse of cold air and precipitation on
a relatively small area produces very strong winds with variable direction, but eccentric in
general, when hitting against the ground. Frequently it can be appraised a backward movement
whirl towards the place from where the wind comes. Naturally this phenomenon is feared so
much for the pilots and it has convert in the guilty of diverse flight accidents mainly in the
approach manoeuvres to the airports and in the landings. The studies on this phenomenon
made by diverse professionals like Fujita (1985) - yes, the one of the tornado scale -, Caracena
(1987) or Batchelor (1970), has shown us some extraordinary data like the fact that inside the
microburst there were areas of maximum pressure with an extension of 1km2 in which the
pressure can ascend up to 2 mb in seconds. This phenomenon is not distinguishable with a
conventional radar, it is needed a Doppler and even so it is difficult to see and, of course, to
forecast. In addition, they dissipate with certain rapidity. This year we have had a possible
macroburst in Andújar with very strong winds that demolished mud walls and moved cars, and
also in the Spanish East.

Here you have an image of a Doppler registering the microburst; it is taken from the NOAA:

Fig 8

And here an image of the phenomenon in its entire splendor with imposing winds, sometimes is
confused with a tornado:
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and a drawing of the phenomenon:

Fig 10

How we know that the collapse of Torrelavega is microburst and not macroburst? Because if we



take into account the scale elaborated by Fujita, a microburst has a maximum of 2.2 miles of
diameter, about 4 kilometers. And evidently in the photo the scale for which knows the zone,
indicates to us that it must have 2 or 3 Km. In the picture, the most interesting thing is without
a doubt the "winding" of the precipitation to the left, typical of these cases, and also the
collapse of the cloud following a vertical line. Also it is frequent that takes place great electrical
apparatus during and after the collapse, as soon we will see. Like curiosity, we have to know
that sometimes they have produced dry microbursts, coming from diverse clouds with virgas.

Returning to our episode, later, the storm was intensified, extending to the north and the west
and beginning a long series of electrical discharges in western side of the storm:
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All those rays take place in the back part of the storm and a little later of the microburst;
concretely, according to the camera EXIF, between the 23.00 and the 23.47 of that night. Let us
see the radar of 8:30 p.m:
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And this is the situation in a satellite image of that day about 4 of afternoon; the image is taken
a little before the one from the previous radar, that is to say, the storm reactivated more to its
contact with the Bay of Biscay that was that day, according to the maps of the ocean
temperature, over 22º, that is to say, it generated abundant evaporation to be this zone. In red
I mark the later development of the storm, and the central points correspond to the situation
for the photographs of Jose Ramon Palleiro (Eastern) and my situation (Western). The photo
also tells us about the high altitude reached by the evolution clouds; more white when higher:
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This is the analysis map made by UKMO for that night (00 UTC) in which we see relative lows on
the peninsular North and West:
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And here a map of the situation at 700hPa (about 3200 meters of height, although the height
for the 700 hPa in the case that occupies to us was exactly of 3,147 meters according to the
sounding of Santander, is to say a cold air bubble over the peninsular Northwest that appears
reflected in the BOLAM map):
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This small cold air bubble along with the dynamic forcing of that day and the high temperature
of the sea for these latitudes caused that the evolution clouds gave rise to great storms during
four or five consecutive days.

For the curious, and to finish, here you are the reference book that Theodore Fujita wrote about
micro and macroburst; by the way in its cover we can appreciate a dry-microburst or dry
collapse, that also exist, but I leave it for another day:
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I hope that this small report help you to understand a little more this beautiful and
unforeseeable phenomenon of downburst or collapse.

A greeting

 

Jose A. Gallego Poveda (Cantabria)
"Chimpun" in the forum of Meteored and Meteocoll
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